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An identity in constructing approximate gradient flows 
for quasiconvex functionals 

Koji Kikuchi 

Department of Applied Mathematics, Faculty of Engineering, Shizuoka University 
Hamamatsu 432-8561, Japan 

Probability and PDE, Aug. 30, 2005 

1 Introduction 

Let ° eRn be a bounded domain "with Lipschitz continuous boundary and let F = F(p) 
be a function defined on the set of all N bv n matrices with real elements. which is in this 
article simply denoted by RnN. Now let u; consider the functional ' 

.leu.) = r F('\"u.)d:'C , .In 
':Y i 

where \lu = (~ 'u ). \Ve suppose the following facts for the function P. 
O:'CO; 

(AI) FE C1(RnN) 

(A.2) F is q'uasiconvex with respect to p, that is, 

1 r F(PIJ+ \l <jJ(x))dx > F(po,) £n(D) JD" , - ,"" 

for each bounded domain D eRn, for each Po E RnN, and for each <jJ E H~~ ,OO(D; RN) 

(A3) There exist positive constants 1'-, A and a constant q > 1 such that 

The equation of gradient flow for .I is given by 

(1.1) 

We impose the initial and the boundary conditions 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

u(O, :'C) = Uo (l~), x E 0, 

u(t, x) = W(l:) , 1: E 80. 

We suppose that llo and w belong to w1,Q(0 , RN) n £2(0) and that "(1/'0 iW on 8n h is 
the trace operator to ()O). 
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In this article we say that a function H is a weak soluti,ort to (1.1)(1.:3) in (0, 00) x 0 
if u satisfies i) H E LOO((O, 00); vV1,q(O) n [}(O)), 'Ut E [}((O, T) x 0) for any T > 0, 
ii) s-l~~l u(t, a:) = uo(x) in [}(O), iii) fU(t) = fW on I' for £l-a.e. t, and iv) for any 

¢ E q\((O, 00) x 0) 

(1.4) 
N lCX)l n . , . 8<bi . I: {'l.l~(t,X)¢i(t,.T)+ I: Ip~(Vv,) .;'"c>(t,x)}dxdt ....... O. 

;= 1 () D ct=l 0.1, 

If 'U is a weak solution to (1.1), then J(tl(t)) is absolutely continuous and it holds that 
dJ(u(t))jdt = -(v·t, 'Ut)u(n) ::; ° for £l-a.e. t. Thus this defines a gradient f[mv for J. 

We construct an approximate solution to (1.1)(1.:3) by the method of discretization in 
time and minimizing variational functionals. 

Let 11. be a positive number. A sequence {V.l} in vV1 ,q(O, RN) is constructed as follows: 
wc lctuo be as in (1.2) and for l 2:: 1 we define Ut as a minimizer of the functional 

:n(v) ........ ~ l Iv - tl,{ . 11 2 dx+ ,!('v) 
2.1n h 

in the class W + VV(;,q(O, RN) (that is, among functions in vV1,q(O, RN) with "'fV = !,w). 
The existence of a minimizer of :n is assured by the quasieonvexity of F and (A:3) (see, 
for example, [2, Chapter 4, Theorem 2.9]). Note also that (A~3) assures F[ is Gateaux 
differentiable. Approximate solutions V,h(t,:r:) and Tih(t , a:) ((t, a:) E (0, 00) x n) are defined 
as, for (l - l)h < t ::; Ih, 

1I,h(t,X) ...... t - (l,-l)hU[(x) + lh,- tUI_I(X) 
1 I 

and 
Tih(t, x) .. ·····lll(X). 

Then the following facts hold (see, for example, [1]). 

Proposition 1.1 Hie have 
1) {llu~ 11L2((o,oo)xn)} is 'uniformly bo'unded with respect to h 
2) {IiTih IIL'x'((o,oo);Wl ,Q(n)flL2(D»} is un'ijorrnl:y bounded with respe.ct to It 
:3) {II 'uh Ilv'O«(o,oo);Wl,Q(n)rIL2(D»)} j,8 'lJ.n'ijormly bO'llnded with -respect to It 
4) for any T > 0, {II uh Ilwl,q(O,T)xn»)} is un~foT'lnl:1J bounded with respect to h, where 

q = min{q, 2}. 
Then there exist a function u such that, passing to a subsequence ~f necessary, 

5) Till. conver:qes to 'U as h -t ° weakly star 'tnT/""((O, 00); w1,q(n)) 
G) .tor any T > 0, uh converges to u as h -t 0 weakly in lyl,q((O, T) x n)) 
7)uh converges to 'U as h -t ° strongly 'in I}((O, T) x n) 
8) Till. converges to 'U as h -t 0 strongly in I}((O, T) x n) 
9) s-lim u(t) = 'Uil in [}(n). 

t'\.O 

In [5] the limit 'U is called a genemlized minimizing movement associated with J. Propo
sition 1.1 9) means that u satisfies (1.2) in a weak sense. Proposition 1.1 5) implies that 
u satisfies (1.3) in a weak sense since Tih - 'W E LOO((O, 00); w ci,q(n)) for each h (note that 
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~v(;,q(O) is a closed subspace of vV1,q(0)). Thus the problem is whether U satisfies (1.4). 
Since 'Ul is a minimizer of FICV) , dFI(UI + s¢)/dsIE=o = 0 for any q'; E H~~ ,q(O), and noting 
that, for (l-l)h < t < lh, u~(t,:r;) = (ul(:r) - U.ll(:x:))/h, we have 

(1.5) 

for any ¢ E l:VJ,q(O) n L2(0) and any t E U~O((£ -1)11" £11,). This equality leads us to expect 
that the limit 'U is a weak solution to (1.1)-(1.3). In this article we show an identity, which 
would be a key in getting to our final destination. Our main result is mentioned in terms of 
geometric measure theory. 

2 Graphs of Sobolev functions 

Let U = 0 X RN and let 1T denote the projection U :3 z = (x, lJ) ~ x E O. For each N 
by n matrix A, let A·of(A) denote the vector consists of all minor determinants of A including 
O-th order determinant, i.e., 1. Then ID 1]\l[(A)ld:r is the area of the plane lJ = Ax over the 
set D C RrI. 

Proposition 2.1 Let v be a function in Hl1,1(0, RN) and put Oo(z) = l/IAof(Dv(x))I, 
where x = 1T(Z). 

1) Gv is countably n-Tect~fiable 

2) 1;, Oo(z)d1-ln = ,c'(0), wheTe Gv is the gTaph of v 

:3) 00 is 1-ln -integmble on Gv 

4) faT ea.ch nonnegative continilw'lM3 function f on 0 x RN X R nN, 

(2.1) l f(x, vex), Dv(x))dx = l .' f(z,p)dV(z,p), In JUxRnN 

whcTcV······· [(1-ln LG\,)LOo]0DDu(x). 

PTOOf. Assertion 1) is well-known (compare to, for example, Theorems 4 of [4, I Section 
:3.1,5.]). 

For 1-ln-a.e. z E G\" the approximate tangent space l~G\, exists and is expressed by the 
equation l! ....... DV(1T(Z))X. Hereby Oo(z) ....... 1/IM(Dv(1T(z)))1 and hence 

1 Oo(z)d1-ln = l I f\,{(Dl{ '))IIM(Dv(:r))ldx = l d:r. 
G" In 1. . .. t X In 

Thus Assertion 2) follows and Assertion 3) is the immediate consequence of 2). 
When spt f is compact, we have by the definition of V 

(2.2) l . f(z,p)dV(z,p) = /' f(z, DV(1T(Z»)Oo(z)d1-ln (z). 
Jl.TxRnN ./Ci'V 

Replacing 0 with any open set in Assertion 2), we have 1T~((1-lnLG1,)LOo) = en. Thus the 
right hand side of (2.2) coincides with the left hand side of (2.1). Hereby we obtain the 
conclusion for a function f with a compact support. 
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Suppose that f is a general nonnegative continuous function. Then, approximating f 
with an increasing sequence of functions in cg(n x RN X RnN) , we obtain the conclusion 
by the monotone convergence theorem. Q.E.D. 

In general, a pair of a countably n-rectifiable set .1M in an open set U c R n+N and a locally 
Hn integrable function e on J\1. is called a rectifiable n-varifold and denoted by V(J\1., e). 
Proposition 2.1 shows that the pair (Ov, eo) defines a rectifiable n-varifold v( o.u, eo). In this 
talk we call this varifold a graph varifold of v. 

Given a rectifiable n-varifold V (j\{ e) in U, a Radon measure V on U x 0 , where G is the 
collection of all n-dimensional vector subspaces of Rn+N, is defined by V ········ I(HnLM)Lel c>9 
6Tz ;IA. Usually a Radon measure on U x G is called a general n-varifold in U. When.M is 
a graph of a Sobolev function v, then for Hn-a.e. Zo E Ou the approximate tangent space 
l~oJ\1. is a graph of a linear function JJ ••..••• Azox, where Azo Dv(xo), XC) r.(zo). Hence, in 
this case we could define a Radon measure V in U x RnN by V = I(HnLA1)Lel c>9 8Az . Let V 
be a Radon measure in U x RnN. Let us assume that V (K x RnN) < 00 for each compact 
set K c RnN. A measure I1V in U is defined by It.v(B) ........ V(B x RnN) for each Borel set 
Be U. Our assumption implies I1F is a Radon measure in U. Then there is a disintegration 
decomposition V ········ Ily c>9 r7~), namely, for each !3 E Cr/(U x R nN\ 

Let v be a Sobolev function and let V be a Radon measure in U x RnN such that 
V(K x RnN) < 00 for each compact set K C RT/N. In this talk we call Va generalized graph 
vaT'ifold of v if 111,/' and HnLOv are mutually absolutely continuous. 

Let V be a generalized graph varifold of'U E VV 1,<1 (0). Then the functional J could be 
extended to V as follows: 

J[V] = iJXIl!'N F(p)dV 

The first variation of J for V, which is denoted by 8J[VI(<;&), is defined as 

(2.3) 8J [V] (<;&) 

for <;& = (¥~l, ... , <;&N) E C;ci(U; R N). We say that V has locally bounded first variation of J in 
o if for each W cc n and each <;& = (<;&I, . .. , <i/I!) E Cc}(U; RN) with spt<i) c TV there exists 
a constant C > 0 such that 18J[V] (<;&)I :::; c sup 1<;&1. Note that SJ[l/] defines an RN-valued 
Radon measure. Its total variation is denoted by 118J[V]II· 

Proposition 2.2 Let V be a generalized graph varifold of a funci'ionu E l:V1,r(n) , r > q. 

Suppose that V has locally bounded first variation of J in n. Then V 8atis.f/,es 

(i, j '" 1, . .. ,N) 

for Hn-a.e. z E Gu; where Po = Du(z). 
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3 Main Theorem 

Suppose thatu E[/'O((O, 00); vV1,q(O» n UT>O VV1,<i((0, T) x n) is a weak solution to 
(1. I} (1.3). By (IA) and Proposition 2.1 we have, for each q'>(z) = <I>(:r, y) E CM(O, 00) x U) 

(3.1) t {oo{ /' tf,~(t,x)q;i(t,x,u(t,:r;»dx 
i=l in in 

/' n. N . Ehl>i N 8<1>i . . 
+ iUxR'"'' ~t;Fp:,(P)(8.x(}(t,z) +.t; 8yj(t,z)rf'a)dVr(z,p)}dt = 0, 

where v~ v( Cu(t,)J eo). Conversely suppose that a function tl and a one parameter family 
{Vt} of generalized graph varifolds of v. satisfy (3.1). Then If. is a weak solution to (1.1) if 

(3.2) ~ = v( Cu(t,.) J eo) for £l-a.e. t. 

Let uh(t,:r;) and uh(t,x) be approximate solutions constructed in Section 1. By Proposi
tion 2.1 there exists a one parameter family of graph varifolds 

Further by Proposition 2.1 we can rewrite (1.5) as (3.1): for each 'ljJ(t) E Cel'(O,oo) and 
<I>(z) E Cij(U) 

(3.3) t {CX){ {(nZ)i(t,.x)<I>\f:,:r;,uh(t,x»dx 
i=l io in 

Ii N . Dd>i .N D<I>i . 
+ fuXR")~ t; Fp~ (P)(Dx(}; (t, z) + .t; Dyj (t, z)~,)ldV;'I(Z,p)}dt = 0. 

We have by Proposition 2.1 2) 

(3.4) ess. sup I { ;3(z,p)dV/"(z, p)1 s K sup 1.81 
t>() iUxR!',N 

for any /3(z,p) E cg(U x RnN). 
The following proposition can be obtained by the use of (3.4) in the standard compactness 

argument (compare to Proposition 4.3 of 13]), 

Lemma 3.1 There exists a subsequence of {~h} (still denoted by {~h}) and a one pa
rameter /arnily 0/ Radon measures Vt 'in U x R nN, for t E (0,00), .')7J,ch that, for each 
'ljJ(t) E £.,1(0,00) and .8(z,p) E C8(U x RnN). 

tim {!X''ljJ(t) { ,13(z,p)dV/'(z ,p)dt= (l'~)(t)l , ,8(z,p)d~~(z , p)dt. 
h->U in iUxR'''' io UxRn,' 

Hl,rthermore, for £l_a. e, l, \~ is a generalized graph vaTifold8 o/n(t, ,), 

By the use of Gehring theory and estimates in Proposition 1.1 we obtain 

Lemma 3.2 {II uh 11L2« o,oc»;wl,r(n»} is 'Uniforml:1J bo'unded with respect to h fOT some r > q, 
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By the use of (1.5) we have 

Lemma 3.3 .\1; has locally finite first varia/:ion of J in n for £l_a. e. t E (0, (0). 

Thus by Proposition 2.2 we have our main theorem: 

Theorem 3.4 Por £l-a.e. t, and fOT 1{n-a.e. Z E Gu(t,), 

(i, j=l, ... ,Iv) . 

Applications of this theorem will be mentioned in the talk. 
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The sharp-interface limit of the action functional for 
Allen-Cahn in one space dimension 

YOSHIHIRO TONEGAWA 

Hokkaido University 

The stochastically perturbed Allen-Cahn equation allows switching be
tween stable equilibriums which is not possible for deterministic Allen-Cahn 
equation. The asymptotic small probability of such switching for the small 
noise limit is formally given and sometimes proved by the large deviation 
theory. The probability is given by a deterministic minimization of the 
Allen-Cahn action, which gives the cost for the transitions between stable 
equilibriums. In this talk, I explain the basic background materials and 
heuristic pictures, and present the rigorous one dimensional results. This is 
a joint work with Robert Kohn and Maria Reznikoff. 
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Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation for Nearly Bichromatic Waves 

S. Kanagawa 

(joint work with B.T. Nohara, A. Arimoto and K. Tchizawa) 

Musashi Institute of Technology (Japan) 

Let um (t, x) be a wave function defined by for t E[ 0,00), x E Rd 

where S(k) is a spectrum and m(k) is an angular frequency. If S(k) is a 

unimodal function and the support of S(k) is sufficiently small, then Um(t,x) is 

called a nearly monochromatic wave. Furthermore if S(k) is multimodal function 

with two peaks and the support of S(k) is sufficiently small, then 

is called a nearly bichromatic wave. 

When S (k ) = D ko (k), um (t, x) is a monochromatic wave and put 

( ) _ i{kox-w(ko )t} 
u1 t,x - e . 

Similarly if S(k) = Dko (k) + DkJ (k), then Um(t,x) is called a bichromatic wave 

defined by 

The envelopes of the nearly monochromatic wave um(t,x) for u1 (t,x) and the 

nearly bichromatic wave Ub (t, x) for U2 (t, x) are defined by 

A ( ) = um (t, x) 
m t, x () u1 t,x 

and A ( ) _ 2Ub(t,X) 
b t, x - ( )' u2 t,x 

00 m(j)(k ) . 
respectively. Using the Taylor expansion m(k) = ~ 'f 0 (k -koY ,we 

j=O J. 
approximate the above envelope functions by for n ~ 1 
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{ 
n roW (k ) . } 

00 i loc-.~ '1 0 (k-ko)1t 
n I_ooS(k)e }-o ] dk 

Am(t,x) = ( ) 
U 1 t,x 

and 

{ 
n roU}(Ir) . } 

00 i loc - .~ ., ''"0 (k-ko)1 t 
n I-oo S(k)e }-o J. dk 

Ab ( t, X) = ( ) , 
U2 t,x 

respectively. They are called the nth order profile of nearly monochromatic wave 

or bichromatic wave, respectively. 

In this talk we show that the envelope function satisfies linear or nonlinear 

Schrodinger equation. The following result is a key theorem for our talk. 

Theorem. The second order profile A; (t, x) satisfies the following 

Schrodinger equation, 
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Malliavin calculus for stochastic functional 

differential equations with jUlllPS 

Atsushi TAKEUCHI (Osaka City Univ.) 

Fix 1', r > O. Let 0 1 be the set of IR.ni-valued continuous functions on 10,1'1 
with '-<-'1(0) = 0, and O2 the set of Z+-valued measures on [0,1'] x IR.ni with 
w2([0 ,T] x {OJ) = 0. Denote by Fk the associated O'-field on Ok for k = 1, 2. 
Put n = n1 x n2 and F = Fl X F 2 . Consider a probability measure P on 
(0, F) such that 

(a) vV(t)(w) := Wl(t) (t E [0, Tn is an m-dimensional Brmvnian motion 

st arting at ° E IR.m , 

(b) J(dt, dz)(w) : ...... w2(dt, dz) is a Poisson random measure on 10,1'1 x IR.Tn 

with the intensity J(dt, dz) : elt l/,(dz) , 

(c) TV and J are independent 

for w ....... (WI, W2) E 0 , where IL(dz) ........ Izl -ma dz (0 < a < 2). The space 

(O,F,P) is called the Wiener-Poisson space with the L{~vy measure p,(dz). 
Let o.o(t, j), 0,1 (t, j) , '" ,am(t, f) be IR.d-valued functions defined on 10,1'] x 

D([-r,O];IR.<i) , and bz(t , j) an IR.d-valued function on [0 ,1'] x D([-r, 0]; IR.d) x 
IR.m, which satisfy good conditions on the boundedness and the regularity. 
Given a deterministic path 17 E DO-T, OJ;IR.<i) , consider the stochastic func
tional differential equation 

(t E [-T,OD , 

(1) 
(t E (0, I'D, 

where dlVO(t) = dt , J(dt, dz) := J(dt , dz) - J(dt , dz) is a compensated Pois

son random measure, J(dt, dz) = l{1z l<:l}J(dt, dz) + 1{lzl>l}J(dt, dz), and Xt : 

[-'1',0]-)- IR.<i is defined by xls) = :1:(t+8) for s E [-'1',0]. The main purpose 
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in this talk is to study the existence and the smoothness of the density for the 
probability law of the random variable .1;(1') with respect to the Lebesgue mea
sure on]Rd via the Ma.lliavin calculus on the vViener-Poisson space (O,F, P). 

Put b (t, f) ........ aobo (t, f) 10=0 and B······· cm,Q .~Zl<l Z z* /-I,(dz), where cm,(~ is 
the positive constant depending only on m and 0:. 

Theorem 1 rt the d x d-matri:T 
rn 

(2) pet, f) : ..... I: ai(t, f) a/l:, 1)* + bU, f) B bet, 1)* 
i=l 

'i.s posi.tive definite fOT any t E [0,1'] and f E D([ -T, 0]; ]Rd) then the law of 
:r(T) is absolutely continuous with Tespect to the Lebesgue measure on ]Rd. 

Fix 0< q ::; T. Consider the case where the coefficient bz(t, f) of the jump 
term in the equation (1) has the following expression 

bz(t, I) = bz(t, fI), 

where r = {f(s); s E [-T, -q]} for f E D([-r, O];]Rd). Then we have 

Theorem 2 rf the d x d-rnatri:T 
'rn 

(3) pq(t, f) : I: ai(t, f) a.;(l, 1)*+ bet, fI) B bel, fI) 
;=1 

i8 positive defini.te for any t E [0,1'] and f E D([ -T, 0]; ]Rd) then the law of 
:r(T) has a smooth den8ity w'ith respect to the Lebesg'ue meaS'llTe on ]Rtf. 
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KATO CLASS MEASURES OF SYMlVIETRIC 
MARKOV PROCESSES UNDER 

HEAT KERNEL ESTI1\1ATES 

Kazuhiro Kuwae Kumamoto University 
Masayuki Takahashi .Japan Research Institute 

1. FRAMEWORK 

Let (X, d) be a locally compact separable metric space and m a positive 
Radon measure with full support. Let X~ : X U {6.} be a one point 
compactification of X. For each :r: E X and r > 0, denot.e by 8.r (:r:) := 

{y E X I d(;1:, y) < r} the open ball with center ;')'; and radius T. Vve 
consider and fix a symmetric regular Dirichlet form (£, 3=') on £2 (X ; m). 
Then there exists a Hunt process 1\-1" (0, Xt, (, Pr ) such that for each 
Borel 'U E I} (X; m), Ttv,( x) = E~Ju(Xt)] m-a.e. x EX for all t > 0, 

where (Tt)t>o is the semigroup associated with (£, 3) Here ( := inf{t ~ 
o I X t , 6.} denotes the life time of M. Further, we assume that there 
exists a kernellh(:r: , y) defined for all (t,x,y) E]O,oo[xX x X such that 
E,,,[·u.(Xt)] = Pt1k(X) := J~ Pt(:r:, Y)1t(y)m(dy) for any x E X, bounded 
Borel function 'U and t > O. Pt(x, y) is said to be a scmigTOup kernel, 
or sometimes called a heat keTr/,Cl of M on the analogy of heat kernel 
of diffusions. Then Pt can be extended to contractive semigroups on 
U(X; In) for P 2: 1. The following are well-known: 

(1) ptis(:r,y) = /. ps(x,z)Pt(z,y)m(dz), v1:,y E X , 'It,s> O . 
. X 

(2) PI (1;, dy) = Pt(X, y)m(dy) , 'Ix E X, 'It > O. 

(3) Ix Pt(x, y)rn(dy) ::; I , v x E X, 'It; > O. 

Throughout this paper, we fix v,!3 EIO, 001 and til E]O, 001. 

Assumption 1.1 (Life time condition). M has the following property 
that 

In particular, if M is stochastically complete, that is, M is conservative, 
then this condition is satisfied with "f CC O. 
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Assumption 1.2 (Bishop type inequality). There exists an increas
ing function V(r) on ]O,oo[ such that r t--t V(r)/rv is increasing or 
bounded, and sup m(Br( x)) ::; V (r) for all r > 0. 

XE X 

Assumption 1.3 (Upper and lower estimates of heat kernel). Let 
iPi (i cc 1,2) be positive decreasing functions defined on [O, oo[ which 
may depend on to if to < 00 and assume that iP2 satisfies the following 
condition II ( iP2): 

j (>O (V(t) V tV )iP2(t) -'---'------'--rll; < 00 
1 t 

and (iPEv ,f3): for any X,Y E X, t EjO,to[ 

1 q (rl(a;,y») ( .) 1 q (rl(a:,y») 
tv / f3 )t tl /~1 ::; Pt x, Y ::; tv/(; )2 [1 / ,6 . 

Remark 1.1. Grigor'yan [9] or Grigor'yan-Hu-Lau [10] proved that the 
lower estimate in (iP Ev ,(3) yields that there exist C > ° and ro E)O,oo) 
such that m(Br(x) ::; Crv for all x E X and r EjO, red. In that case, ro ....... . 
00 if to = 00. If the stochastic completeness of M and Assumption 1.3 
with to = 00 hold, then they proved the Ah~lors reg'alarity, that is, there 
exists C > ° such that C - 1.rv ::; ·rn(Br('x) ::; Crv for all .x E X and 
'r EjO,oo[ hence, Assumption 1.2 holds by taking VCr) ........ Crv in this 
case. 

Lemma 1.1. Suppose that there e;rist ro E]O, t~/!'[ and e > ° s'uch that 
m(Broex» ~ era faT a.ll x E X. Then Assumption 1.3 implies AS8tLmp

tion 1.1. 

2. KATO CLASS MEASURES 

Definition 2.1 (Kato class S'i<, Dynkin class S~). For a positive 
Borel measure J[ on X, J[ is said to be of Kato class r'Clative to Th(a:, y) 
(write /.I, E S~) if 

(1) lim sup l ( l'ps(x, y)ds)p(dy) = ° t .O xex.lx .10 
and /.1 is said to be of Dynkin cla8s relative to pt(a:, y) (write 1.1, E S~) if 

(2) sup l ( l' Ps (:r; , y)ds)p(dy) < 00 3t > 0. 
xEX.lX .10 

Clearly, S~ C S~. For a positive Borel measure /1 on X, /1 is said to be 
of local Kat.o class relative to Pt(x, y) (write {[ E S~,loJ if 10ft E Sk for 
any relatively compact open set G. 
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We set To(X , y) > rex.' e-otpt(X , y)dt. The following are showed in 
Jo 

[16]. 

Lemma 2.1 (Lemma 3.1 in [16]). J.t E SJ{ 'is eq'u'lvalent to 

c!!.:~;;~l~ .LTa(X, Y)J.t(dy) = 0 

and J.I, E Sb is eq'u'ivalenl to 

s~:l?l To(X,y)j.t(d,y) < 00, '] 0: > O. 
",·,=x x 

(4) 

Lemma 2.2 (Lemma :3.2 in [16]). The following aTe eq'uivalent to each 
other. 

(1) It E Sb· 
(2) ~~~ Ix (fat Ps (:r; , y)ds )J.t(dy) < (X) for 'It > o. 

(3) . ~~~ .LTa(;r;, y)p(dy) < (X) faT 'if 0: > O. 

Definition 2.2 (Kato class K v ,(3)' Fix // > 0 and fJ > O. For a positive 
Borel measure J.I, on X, 11 is said to be of Kalo class relative to Green 
kernel (write J.l E K vJi) if 

}i~n S~lI~ r.. G(x, Y)J.l,(dy) 
'V(=x J d(x ,y)<'r 

o for 1/ 2 ,8, 

;~1.~ l(x 'Y )~l j.t(d,y) < (X) for 1/ < (3, 

where G(x, y) : ' G(d(x , y) with 

{
,(,(:J' v 

G(r) > 
log(r- 1) 

1/ -113, 
// ""'" ,8. 

For a positive Borel measure J.l on X, J.l is sa.iei to be of local Kato class 
I · (1 1. l (. Lrloc) 'f T L·· f' .[ .. [ re,atwe to 7reen ,,~erne wnte J.l E nV,!3 IGJ.l Env,(:J or any re.atlve y 

compact open set G. Clearly KvJ'I C K~~l 

Lemma 2.3. If 1.1. E Kv,/3, then SUP:l:EX 11(Br(x)) < (X) for small r E 
]0, e-1 [. In particular, every It E K~:;~ is a Radon measure. 
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3. MAIN THEOREMS 

Theorem 3.1. S'UPP08e that AS8umption 1.3 and /1 2: f3 hold. Then the 
following are eq1L'tlJalent: 

(1) f1 E K v ,,8. 

(2) lim sup r ro:(:r, y)/-l,(dy) = 0 for any a > O. 
r >Q xeX J B,.(x) 

(3) lim sup r r ex(x, y),t(dy) = 0 for some a > O. 
r -40 xeX J BrCr) 

Remark 3.1. The assertion in Theorem 3.1 does not hold for /1 < f3 in 
generaL In fact, for I-dimensional Brownian motion M W , we see that, 
f1 = 60 E Kl does not satisfies the conditions (2), (3) in Theorem 3.1 
because of rex (x, lJ )cc e -v2Q !:r-y! / ..J2CY.. 

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that Assumptions 1.1,1.2 and 1.3 hold. Then we 
have SA,- = K V.?1. }vloreover, It E Kv,p -implies that sUPxcx P(BR(X)) < 00 

for all R > O. For 1/ < /3, 'we have S~ ........ KV.!3 and J.l E Kv,/3 is equivalent; 
to one (hence all) of the following: 

(1) sup,},Cx /l(BR (x)) < 00 for all R > O. 
(2) sUP"c:x Jl(BR(X)) < 00 for some R > O. 
(3) lim.,. ',0 sUP.veX J~r(:}') d(a.:, yy1vJl(dy) = O. 

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that Assumption." 1.2 and L9 hold. Then for 
any f E L~nif(X; m), 'We have Iflclm E K I, .!, if P > u I.B wit.h II 2: (3 , or '~f 
p 2: 1 with u < /1. Here f E L~nif(X; m.) means 

~~;.~ 1(x'Y)9IfIPclm < 00. 

4. EXAMPLES 

Many examples satisfy Assumptions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. Symmetric a
stable process, relativistic free Hamiltonian process, relativistic a-stable 
process, jump type process on d-sets, Brownian motion on complete 
smooth Riemannian manifold with lower Ricci curvature bound and with 
positive injectivity radius, diffusion processes on nested fractals, Brown
ian motion on Sierpinski Carpet and so on. 
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The principal eigenvalue for time-changed 
processes and applications 

Takeda Masayoshi Tohoku University 

Let A1 be a non-compact , complete Riemannian manifold. Let M = (1P'x, B t ) 

be the Brownian motion on 1\11 and (£, '0(£» the Dirichlet form generated by 
MI: 

£(It , '/) ....... (--21 D..U, v)m == ;-)1 r. (\7'11, \7'/) drn, . ~ .I~f 

'0(£) .. ... {'11 E L2(lV/; m): r (\71£, \7/1) rim < x} 
.1M 

For a domain D C A1, let MD , (1P'~, Bf) be the absorbing Brownian motion 
on D and (£D' 'O(£D» its Dirichlet form. Assume that MID is transient and 
denote by G D (.1:, y) the Green function. 

Definition 1. Let rl, be a Radon measure on D in the Kato d ass. The 
measure /1 is said to be in the dass S[1" if for any c > 0, there exist a compact 
set ]{ C D and () > 0 such that 

' . 1 GD(x, y)GD(y, z) (d·) . sup _, 11 ,y :S c, 
«v ,.z)cDxD\d Kc (TD(X, z) . 

and for any Borel set B C ]{ with 11(B) < 8, 

l GD(X,.Y)G.D(Y, z) (d') 
SLIp . J.lY :S C. 

(x,z)CDxD\d. B GD(x,z) 

For /1 E S,!l:" denote by A~' the positive continuous additive functional in the 
ReVlls correspondence. Let pi' ,D(X, y) be the integral kernel of Feynman-Kac 
semigroup: 

(TD ....••.. inf{t > 0: Bt ~ D}). Let GJ1,D(;r;, y) ........ J~'>Jp~L,D(X, y)dt. 

Theorem 1. ([1],[2]) For fl' E S~, following statements are equivalent: 

(i) (gaugeability) suplE", [eA~D 1 < X 
,reD 

(ii) (subcriticality) G/l,D(X,;I) < x for :D, Y ED, x f= ;I); 

(iii) )..(11; D) : inf {£(It, 11): '11 E C[F(D), ID 'I.l2(JrI. 1} > 1. 
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)..(/-1,; D) is the principal eigenvalue for the time-changed process by Af. 

Applications of Theorem 1 (i) Let lB ....... (Bt, Pr ) be a branching Brown-
ian motion with branching rate k and branching mechanism {p,ll:) }n;:>:2: 
Px\T > tl(}(X)1 ....... exp(-Af) (1' is first splitting time), I:~~2Pn(X) 1. 

Set Q(:r:) = I:n;:>:2nPn(X) and tt(dx) = (Q(:r:) - l)k(dx). We assume that 

SUPXEI>!.d Q( x) < 00; 

Theorem 2. For a dosed set K with Cap(K) > 0 and If E S!;!,\K, 

Here NK is the number of branches hitting K. 

To prove Theorem 2, we show that for IL E s,~ 

suplECl:[exp(A~D)] < 00 <====} suplEx[exp(A~~); TD < 00] < 00. 
xED xED 

Then the identity 
Ex [NK] lE:},lexp(A~D); TD < 00] 

leads us to Theorem 2. 
(ii) Let d(:r:, y) be the distance and rn the volume. Let p(t, :r:, y) be the heat 
kernel and assume that it satisfies the (jaussian lower and upper bounds (Li
Yau estimate): For any x, y E .1\;1 and t > 0, 

C1 exp ( -(:1 d2(:,y)) C2 exp ( -(:2 d2 (;"y)) 
r:; ~ pet, ,1;, y) ~ Vi' (1) 

rn(B(x, vt)) m(B(x, t)) 

(C,\,C1,C2 ,C2 are positive constants. B(x,r) {y E AJ : d(x,y) < r}). For 
IL E S,~, Let pp. (t, x, y) be the heat kernel assoeita ted with the Schr(xlinger 

operator, ~~+ fl. 

Theorem 3. Let /.I. E S!::.~. Then pJ1(t;,x,y) satisfies the Li-Yau estimate 
if and only if )..(/.t; D) > 1. 
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Rate of convergence of the Bence-Merriman-Osher 
algorithm for motion by Inean curvature 

Katsuyuki Ishii (Ftlculty of Maritime Sciences, Kobe University) 

In 1992, Bence, Merriman and Osher proposed an algorithm for computing the motion 
of a hypersurface by its mean curvature. It is deseribed as follows. 

Let Co C ]RN be a closed set and letul.l(t, :t) be the solution of 

{ Ut(;. ~) 'U ={Ol in ~.?~ +G~) X ]R'v, 
II ,.1: CC··, _ .[ • E lTllN\C-: .. x .IN. . o. 

(1) 

Fix a time step h > ° and set 

Ct ········ {x E]RN lu(h,x) 20}. 

Next we solve (1) with Co replacing C1 and define a new set C2 with 1/, replaced by the 
solution of (1) with t.he new initial data. Repeating this procedure, we have a sequence 
{Cdk, .. ,O,I, ... of closed sets in ]RN. Then we define 

C:;' = Ck if kh ::; t < (k + 1)h, It = 0,1, .. . 

for l 2 0. Letting h -+ 0, we obtain in the limit a flow {Dth::::o of closed subsets in ]RN 

wit h Do ....... Co and then ()Dt moves by its ({IV - I)-times) mean curvature. 
The convergenee and the generalizations of the Bence-J\;lerriman-Osher (BMO in short) 

algorithm were considered by many people. However, to my knowledge, there are a few 
results on the rate of convergence of the BMO algorithm. In 1996 Ruuth gave a time-local 
error estimate of the BMO algorithm in ]R2. 

The purpose of this talk is to present the optimal rate of convergence of the BMO 
algorithm, valid before the onset of singularities, for the Hausdorff distance between f t 

and f~i( ()Cil ). 

Assume that {ftlo9<T is a motion of a smooth and compact hypersurface by mean 
curvature. Let {fZhh>O be a flow constructed by the BMO algorithm satisfying fg f o. 
First, we can show the following. 

Theorem 0.1 FaT each T' < T, theTe exist ho > ° and L > ° s'uch that 

(2) sup rill (f~,ft) ::; Lh for all hE (O,ho). 
tc[O,T'] 

HeTe dH (.4., B) denotes the Ha'usdoTff distance between.4., Be ]Rn. 

To show the optimality of the estimate in this theorem, we consider the special case 
of a circle evolving by curvature. Let l 't = {x E ]R2 Ilxl = ¢(t)} (¢(t) =)1 - 2t). Then 
I't moves by its curvature and shrinks to a point at T = 1/2. Let {r~'h ,h>O be a flow 
constructed by the BMO algorithm satisfying 1'3 = 1'0· Then, for each t, h > 0, 1'7 is a 
circle a.nd we can define its radius Rh(t). In this sitnation, we ha.ve 
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Theorem 0.2 FOT each T' < 1/2, theTe e:c'ist ho > 0 and L > 0 such that 

sup I Rh(t) - (q)(t) - h4;(t)) I ::; Lh3/ 2 

tE[O,T'1 

jar all 11, E (O,ho), wheTe 1jJ(t) = -log¢(t)/:3¢(t). 

This theorem yields the optimality of (2) with respect to the order of h. 
To prove Theorem 0.1 and 0.2, we construct suitable sub- and super-solutions of (1) 

a.nd use the comparison principle for (1). As to the constructions of sub- and super
solutions of (1) , we apply the a.symptotic analysis of solutions of Allen-Calm equation. 
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Periodic homogenization for nonlinear partially degenerate elliptic equations 

Hitoshi Ishii 
Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan 

In this talk I describe some of results on the homogenization of fully nonlinear 

partially degenerate elliptic equations in the frame work of periodic homogenization, 

which have been obtained in a joint work with K. Shimano and P. E. Souganidis. 

The degenerate elliptic equation treated is as follow: Let ° C RN be a bounded 

open set. Here N = n + m, with n, mEN, RN = Rn x Rm, and a generic point 

z E RN will be denoted as z = (x,y), with x ERn and y E Rm. With this notation, 

the problem is: 

{ 
Fo (D;uc , x, y) + Fl (DyuC , x, y,~,~) = 0 

U C = 0 on ao, 

in 0, 

where Fo, Fl are a real-valued continuous functions on sn x ° and R m x ° x Rn x Rm, 

respectively, sn denotes the space of n x n real symmetric matrices, U C = uc(x, y) 
represents the unknown function, and E > 0 is a parameter to be sent to zero. Moreover, 

I assume that the function Fo is (partially) uniformly elliptic (or, more precisely, there 

are constants 0 < A::; A < 00 such that for all X, P E sn and z E 0, if P 2: 0, then 

-Atr P ::; Fo(X + P, z) - Fo(X, z) ::; -Atr P ), 

the function Fl is are coercive (or, more precisely, there are constants Co > 0 and K, > 0 

such that for all q E Rm, z E 0, and ( ERN, 

and the functions ( 1-+ Fl (q, Z, () are ZN -periodic. Under some additional assumptions, 

one of the results states that the solution U C of the above Dirichlet problem converges, 

as E ---+ 0, to the solution of the homogenized problem. 
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Stochastic representation for fully nonlinear PDEs and application to homog

enization 

Naoyuki Ichihara (2005/08/31) 

VVe consider the following second-order partial differential equation of parabolic type 

with small parameters> 0: 

(1) 
III [0, T) X Rd , 

on Rei, 

where H H(n, v, p, X) : Rei X R X Rei X §eI --+ R is assumed to be Zel-periodic in nand 

satisfies the following conditions for some I) and K > 0: 

(AI) H is of C 2 dass with respect to all variables and all second derivatives are bounded. 

(A2) H is convex in X. 

(A~n For every (7], V,P, X) and ~ E Rei, 

vl~12 :S H(11, V,]J, X) - H(l/, V,]J, X + ~ ®~) :S IJll~12 , 

where ~ ® ~ stands for the (d x d)-matrix defined by (~® ~)ij := ~i~j. 

(A4) For every (V,p,X), (V',]J', X') and '7, 

IHell, v,p, X) - Hell, Vi, p', X')I :S K{lv - vii + Ip - p'l+ IX - X'I}· 

(A5) IH(17, 0, 0, 0)1 :SK. 
(A()) For every 77, '7]' and (V,p, X), 

IH(rl, V,p, X) - H('7]', :IJ,P, X)I :S K(I+ Ipl+ IXI)I1J - 7]'1· 

We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of solutions {v,"; E > O} as E tends to zero. 

Such kind of homogenization problems have been studied by the viscosity solution method 

(see [1], [2]). 

Theorem 1. [Evans ('.92), At'varez-Bardi ('OS)} The family of solutions {l1E U, x); E > O} 
to PDEs (1) conver:qes 'uniformly on compacts to UO(t, x) as E goes to zero, where 'U°(t,x) 

iB a 11.niqne (cla88ica.l) 80lution of the PDE 

(2) 
-. tJ,~ ,+ H .. 11 , uX , 1/,,},X ,,,"co, 0 , 

{ 
0 -( 0 0 0) 

'/1.0(1, ::r) " ...... h(.T) , 

in [0, T) x Rd , 

on Rd. 

The ejJedive Hamiltonian H = H(V, p, X) is chamcteTized as a 'u,niq'ue comtant of the 

following cell problem 

H = H(17, V,P, X + 1),),,(17)) , (v(·), H) : :unknown. 
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In this talk, we consider homogenization of PDE (1) from a probabilistic viewpoint. 

For this purpose, we introduce a class of stochastic equations called backward stochastic 

differential equations that play a important role in our approach. The novelty of our 

result is that by virtue of probabilistic arguments, we can naturally calculate the rate of 

convergence of solutions that has not been obtained in previous works. JVlore precisely, let 

b E (0 , 1) be the exponent of H6lder continuity foruo E Cl I8/2,2+8([0, T] x :u;td) . Remark 

that under our assumption there exists a unique solution to PDE (2) in the Holder space 

stated above if b E (0, 1) is sufficiently small. Our main result is the following. 

Theorem 2. For every compact subset Q of [0, T] X :u;td J there exists C > 0 S11Ch that 

References 

sup Iv."(t, :x:) - v.°(t, 1:)1 ::; C E;/tJ . 
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Risk-sensitive variational inequalities arising from 
optimal investment with transaction costs 

HIDEO NAGAI 

Department of Mathematical Science, Graduate School of Engineering 
Science, Osaka University 

Risk-sensitive variational inequalities are studied. The inequalities arise 
from power utility maximization problems on infinite time horizon with trans
action costs in mathematical finance. We can reduce them to studying a 
family of stopping problems of certain multiplicative functionals. The stop
ping problems are solved by showing unique existence of the solutions of 
relevant risk-sensitive variational inequalities. Optimal investment strategies 
of utility maximization with transaction costs are constructed by using the 
solutions. 
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Min-max representation of critical value in ergodic type 
Bellman equation of first order 

HIDEHIRO KAISE AND SHUENN-JYI SHEU 

Nagoya University and Academia Sinica 

It is known that the critical value of second order linear differential operators 
has the min-max type representation. This can be understood as a gener
alization of Rayleigh-Ritz variational formula for the principal eigenvalue of 
Schrodinger operators. For general linear differential operators of second or
der, we could derive the min-max representation by convex duality analysis 
because the critical value is convex on perturbations (Oth order terms). 

On the other hand, ergodic type Bellman equation of second order with a 
particular quadratic Hamiltonian can be obtained by the eigenvalue problem 
of Schrodinger operators through logarithmic transformation. This indicates 
that the structure of solutions for Bellman equation of second order with 
general quadratic Hamiltonian may be similar to positive solutions for linear 
equation of second order. In our previous work, we specified the structure of 
classical solutions of ergodic Bellman equation of second order and had the 
min-max representation of the critical value, which generalizes the represen
tation result of the critical value in second order linear operators. 

In this talk, motivated by the results on second order case, we will discuss 
the min-max representation of the critical value for ergodic Bellman equa
tions of first order with quadratic Hamiltonian. We already proved that the 
structure of viscosity solutions of first order equation is the same as the sec
ond order case and there exists the critical value in the solutions. By noting 
that the critical value is convex on Oth order term, we will show that the 
min-max representation can be obtained by convex duality argument. 
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Large time expectations for diffusion processes and an 
ergodic type Bellman equation 

SHUENN-JYI SHEU 

Institute of Mathematics, Academia Sinica, Nankang, Taipei, Taiwan 

We consider a general diffusion process X(t) satisfying the SDE, 

dX(t) = b(X(t))dt + a(X(t))dB(t). 

We assume only the smoothness of the coefficients b(·), a(·) and the nou
degeneracy of the diffusion coefficient. We study the expectations 

Ex [J(X(T)exp(IoT V(X(t))dt)] 

with large T for various functions f(·), V(·). The asymptotics is given by 
exp(A(V)T). Our main concern is to determine A(V) and also other finer 
asymptotics of the expectation. We shall see such problems closely relates 
to the equation, 

where A is a real number and W is a smooth function . A solution is given 
by a pair, A and W. One may notice that this equation has another familiar 
form, 

1 
2aij(x)Dij¢(X) + b(x)· \l¢(x) + V(x)¢(x) = A¢(x), 

with ¢ = exp(W). This is a equation for eigenvalue and eigenfunction. An 
equation with two different forms actually suggests very different approaches. 
This has been revealed in our previous study, where a more general class of 
nonlinear equations were discussed and in the analysis the function-space 
argument, as is normally used in PDE literature, was totally avoided. In this 
talk, we shall briefly review some results for this type of nonlinear equations 
that will be used in t~e study of our problem. The asymptotics of large time 
expectaions for diffusion process indeed suggest interesting questions for such 
nonlinear equations. We shall mention these in our discussion. Aiming for 
the solution, we are able to obtain some results that in the end will give 
some satisfactory answers for the large time asymptotics of the expectations 
described above. 
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On the principal eigenvalues 
of Kolmogorov operators on IRd 

Yasuhiro FUJITA * 
Toyama University, 930-8555 Toyama, Japan 

yfujita@sci.toyama-u.ac.jp 

August 1, 2005 

Let La be the Kolmogorov operator on JR.d defined by 

1 
Lo=-~-DU(x)·D 2 . 

Following to [1, Hypothesis 1.1], we make the following assumptions on the function U: 

(A1) U E C5(JR.d) , 

3 { IDl+fU(X) I I d} 
(A2) m 2 0 such that sup (1 + Ixl)2m+1-£ x E JR. < +00 for f = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 

(A3) a:= inf { min [ D2U(x)y· Y lyE JR.d, Iyl = 1] I x E JR.d } > 0, 

(A4) 3a, 3", 3c > 0 such that 

y. (DU(x + y) - DU(x)) 2 alyl2m+2 - c(lxl'Y + 1) for x, y E JR.d. 

Let dv be the unique invariant probability measure on JR.d associated with La, and 
Hl(V) the Sobolev space with the norm 

where 

Let f3 be the infimum of the Rayleigh quotient on HJ(v) defined by 

f3 = inf{ "f~~21 cP E HJ(v) \ {O} } , 

*This is a note for the Workshop "Probability and PDE" at Hokkaido University in the period of 
8/30/2005-9/1/2005. 
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where 
HJ(v) = { rp E Hl(V) : rp = O} and rp = JJRd rp dv. 

Then, the best constant of the Poincare inequality in L2(v) is {3-1. In [2], it was shown 
that 2a ::::; {3. It is easy to see that the equality holds when La is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
operator. Here and in what follows, we say that La is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator 
ifthere exist a dxd positive definite matrix A and a vector b such that DU(x) = A(x-b) 
in JRd. 

Our goal of this talk is to show that {3 = 2a only when La is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
operator. Hence, if La is not the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator, the principal eigenvalue 
{3/2 of - La is strictly greater than a. 

Our main result is stated as follows: Define the constant "Y by 

{ I reX) 2 2 II} "Y = inf IIrpl12 Ja liD Ptrpll dt rp E Ha (v) \ {O} . 

Here we use the notation such that liD'1/! II = (~1 1Ia',pj 8x i 8xj II') 1/' 
THEOREM ([6]). The following three statements are equivalent: 

(a) {3 = 2a. 

(b) "Y = O. 
(c) DU(x) = A(x - b) in JRd, where A is a d x d positive definite matrix with the 

minimum eigenvalue a, and b = JJRd ydv(y) E JRd. 0 
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An Estilnation Probleln for the Shape of a DOInain 
via Parabolic Equations 

1 Introduction 

Hajirne Kavvakarn.i (Akita University) 
Yosuke Moriyama (NEe So[(.ware Hokuriku, Ltd.) 

Masaaki Tsuchiya (Kanazawa University) 

This work is concerned with the inverse problem of determining the shape of some unknown 
portion of the boundary of a domain based on a parabolic equation on the domain; the details ivill 
be given in [2]. Such problems have been already studied by several authors. Especially, Bryan 
and Caudill [1] treat the problem based on the usual h(~at equation in general dimensional cases. 
More precisely they mainly consider the case of small and smooth unknown defonnation of the 
lower surface of a box, which is the unknown portion of the boundary of the deformed domain. 
In fact they examine a suitably linearized problem and determine the shape from measurements 
of the temperature Oll the upper surface of the box. Then they impose Neumanll's condition on 
the boundary, in particular, zero-Neumann's on the unknown portion. 

In this work, the same problem is investigated in a s01l1ewilat different situation: Dirichlet's 
condition is imposed on an unknown portion and Neumann's ones on the other portions; that 
is, a mixed boundary condition is imposed. This case is a.lso necessary in practical applications. 
\Ve also examine a linearized problem and present a new reconstruction procedure for the shape 
of the unknown portion and its stability property. In addition, the problem is treated in more 
general frame\vork: the heat operator and the box are replaced by a fiecond order pa,rabolic 
operator of general type and a more general cylindricfl.1 domain, respectively, and fllrtllPr the 
shape of deforming unknown portion is allowed depending on tirne and assuming only Lipschitz 
continuit~,. \iVe therefore have to llse generalized solmions as in Ladyzenskaja et al [3] and give 
an a priori estimate for generalized solutions. This ensures rigorous derivation of the linearized 
problem. 

2 The inverse problem and its reduction 

\Ve stan with defining a basic cylindrical dornain in R'" (n ~ 2). Let B be a bounded Lipschitz 
domain ill R n - 1 and set 

Q:= {(:r',;r fb ) C Rfi: x' = (xl, ... ,;tn - 1) C B, 0< ;!J' < I} = B >< (0,1). (2.1) 

\Ve decompose f := an into a disjoint union f = fo U f1 U f 2,where 

1'0 := {(;/:', xn) E uQ: ,in = o} , 

Let S = S(t, Vi) be a funct.ion on [0, (0) X R n - 1 such that 

supp" C [0, (0) i< B, s < 1, (2.2) 
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which gives Lhe shave of the lower surface of the deformed dOlnaill. Theil the deJonned domain 
is given by 

n(i) == nS(L . ) := {y = (y', yn): yt E B, Un > 8(1, ;1/)} (t ~ 0). ('2 ?) \ • ,.> 

For a given T > 0, we further define the spaee-time domain tjT with time dependent sed-ion 

QU) by 

cJy:= {(f,y) : 0 < t < T, 11 E nit)} 
and deeompose {)(JT into a disjoint union 

where 

Ilo,T .- i (t. 'II) t ", : 0 < t < T, y' E B y" = S(t, y')} 

ilLY { (I, y) 0 < t < T, y' c B, yn l} . - : ... = , 
H 2,T .- { (t, y) : 0 < t < T, I 

C ClB. 0 < yn < 1} y 

, 

Let A == A(t,y) = [ai.i(t,y)] , b == b(t,y) = [bI(t,y), ... ,b"'(t,y)fl' awl (L == aU,y) be 
an n :x: n real matrix-valued function, an n-dimensional reaJ vector-valued function and a real

valued function defined on the closure of {(t, y): 0 < t < T, y E UO::':>ST~~(T) un} , respectively. 

Furthermore suppose that ACt, y) is symmetric and positive definite. For such quantities A., b 
and (1" define a, second order dilTerential operator P: 

Pv(t, y) := '\\' • (A(t, y)viJv(t , V)) - b(t, y) • v iJ v(t, 1/) - aft, y)r(t, y) , 

where Vy := [a I Byl, ... ,f) j/J!fnf . Let 1/ = v(t,!f) = [1/I(t, v), If2(t, y), ... , 1/,.(t, y)f be the outer 
unit. normal vector at !f E an(I)' \Ve define the conormaJ derivative a/a.v and the parabolic 
operator £, relative to P by 

at' 
L>I'(t, y) := [It Ct, y) - PU(l, y). 

Let f be a function on {(t, y): 0 < t < T, y E UOST~Tn(T) un}, ¢; a function on {(t , !f) : () < t < T, 
y' C B, yn = I} , and h a function on n(O) uQ. Now consider the following initial-boundary value 
problenl on the deformed dornain: 

£'v(t, y) = -f(t, y) 
vet, y) = 0 

f)v .. ' _ { 1/)(1, .II) 
iJN(t" y)- 0 

v(O. y) = hey) 

on CiT 
on RO,T 

on HI,T 

on R2,:t' 

OIl Qo. 

(2.4) 

We want, to solve Ute following inverse problem: determine the shape 8(t, y') from lhe data 
v(t, y) ((I, y) E R 1,:r). Of course, the tinle interval [0,7') can be replaced by another one; in what 
follows, we consider the case of the time interval [0, TJ. In orcler to solve the inverse problem, 
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we transform the initial-boundary value problem (2.4) to another OHe on the basic domain Q as 
follows. For each t > 0, define a change of coordinates \D(I) = 05(1, . ) hy 

q(tl : QU) ............ } Q 

y = (y', yn) ,/. ' " (' yn - Sit 1/)) ;Z'=(;Z",:r"i=Q(.('U)= 'Ij', .,\".'. 
, ." t) "', ." 1 _ c(t Ii 

"J " Y .i ' 

'rhen the transformed operator is given as 

where 

A(t,;/:):::: [acC;B(t,;c)] 

b(t,;):):::: [i;C'(t,;r)] 

fl(t, ;r) 

.- (Dyd)(t)) (4)0) (;r) )~4(t, ¢(;) (;t» (DydJ{tl) T (1)0: (;r)), 

.- (Dy0(t)H¢0)(;r))b(t, q)0~(;r») 

- ((let D." 0lt l (;/:)) -1 A(t,;1; lv" (det Or ()0) (:c)) 

[ 
(1- :rn)S(I.:rll].T o 0' . t , • 

- , ••• ,' '1 Q (") 
- ~:J \";,:r 

.- aft, ¢(;) (:1;)). 

(2.<5) 

Tfwe set lI.(t,:r) = n(t, (tJ(t) (Y)) = v(t,y), then Pll(t,y) = 'Pu(t,;r). Denot.e byl and [)j[J.V the 

parabolic operator and the conormal derivative relative to p, respectively; we have 

OV . . '. . ~ .. -". n., 'fId' . [)n ... , . ' . '. . ,. (}u , . ' ",~ .. (l,y,l = (1- S(t,;t)) ~ a . (/,;c)-::-;:;-(/,;1:) = (1- S(L:l: ))-. -, ([,;/:) on HI,}', 
(;JV '.' ... ~ . ();riJ '" • UN 

;..>:=::1 

i}v , f)u 
,-) If (I, J/) = -:--. A .• r (t.:I;) on R'2,T' 

( j~ ()/v 

Let q,!" := (0,1') X n a.nd Sj,T := [O,1'J x: rj (j = 0,1,2) be space-time cylinders. Then the 
p1'Oblt~m (2.4) is transformed into the following initial-boundary value prohlem on the basic 
rlomain: 

In(t,;r) = -j(t,:-e) 
nfl, xl = 0 

<.1 .. 11. > • { J,(;,;;; I --(i' -I') - , ' ; 
, " '>; - 0 o.V· 

u(O, :1:) = /I-{;I;) 

on Ch 
on 80 .1' 

on 8L T 

on S'21 
on Q, 

(2,6) 

The correspondence between HIE' shape 8 and a solution a of the above initia.l-boundary 
valuE' problE'm (2.6) is nonlinear in general. As in Bryan and CaudiLl [1], for the first approx
imating approach to t.hE' origina.l inverse problem, we E'xamine a linearized problE'11l snch that. 
the correspondence becomes a linear mapping. The linearized problem is provided by the idea 
of Gatea.ux differentiation. Let E be a real number and replace S by ('5 in the problem (2.6). 
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The cOITe::;ponding; operators and data aTe denoted with index f.. Then we write tbe l'e::;ul Ling; 
problem as 

£, u(t, x) = - I(t, xl 
l1(t, :c) = 0 

(j.n . (I..' {J'f(~,:t) -- .. J' ) = .' .. 
[)iV c " 0 

u(O,;t) = fl.,,(;e) 

on Qr 
on 80 ,1' 

on 8 1,1' 

on 8 2 ,'[' 

on n. 

(2.7) 

Denote hy 11, a sohll:ion of (2.7). Since 1)(0) is the idpntity map. lo = L: and 8/aifo = a/a.v. 
Hence 11.0 hecomes a so11ltion to the problem: 

1 L. :UO( .. t. :r .. ) =. ..-.. 1·Y'.'.J:) 110(i,J') =0 

(In(j ('t \ = { Ip(t, J') 
aN' -1:) 0 

no(O,:r) = h(;r) 

on QT 
on 80 ,T 

on S\,1' 
on S'2,1' 

on n. 

(2.8) 

Differentiating (2.7) In f at f 

function '1.1.': 

O. \ve have the desired linearized pl'oblenl for an unknown 

where 

II )(F;)~. ." 
.cu·(t, x) = I: (,,> .• i (t, x) - F'(t, x) 

,,=1 u.l 

lO(t, :1:) = 0 

i.J.U.' t . . n _ { !}it (". ; .. 1.'.) ... -.. f=.=.n, (P)'v, 
i)N t t, ,J,) - _ t (Fi)~Vi 

;=1 
w(O,;r) = h~(;l:) 

on Cdr 

on SO] 

on n. 

. H I:'" ria .. ' ... ,i 1 f..'H.U (P)" = _. _f _:., 

, . dE ifr;) 
J=1 <:=0 

F" _ ,r>:.". di) .. :'1 f). no dr.J.E I di,' I '-' - ---. + - 110 + - . 
~l rh 8:t' (it t-O £Ir . 
1= c=o .- c=o 

" di.~'.E I.' h'= -' , 
de . c=o 

(2.9) 

Our main subject is to solve the inverse problem based on the linearized problem. Therefore 
we restate the inverse problem: determine the .shape S(t, x') for (t, :1:') E [0, T] X B from the data 
d(t,;IJ):= lO(t,x) for (t,;r) E 5\,T. 

3 Weak form and an a priori estimate for generalized solutions 

[n this section, we treat the dOlna,in and operator in more general type, Let n be a Lipschitz 
dOlnain in R n (n 2: 2) and r = II U 1" u r lf a Lipschitz dissection of r DQ (see [1] for 
the definition). For T > 0, put eh = (0, T) X n, ST = [0, T] X r. S'T = [0, T] X r' and 
SliT = [O,T] X I'", 

Suppose that the following qua.ntities defined on the closure of QT are provided: 
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(1) A == AU, :r) := [a''; (l, ;1:)] j:,; all'll. >< n rea'! rnaLrix-valued measurahle funcLion, which IS 

symmetric and positive definite; 

(2) a == a(t,;r) = [a 1(t,J:), ... ,a"(t,;r)]T and b == bU,;r) 
dimensional real vector-valued measurable functions: 

fbI (t, x), ...• b'll (t,;c)f are Tl-

O~) a == aft, x) is a real-valued measurable function. 

For such quantities, consider the linear differential operators Ai: and P defined by 
n ;) 

E (li ( t, x·) ;11 (t, .l') + ai tt, ;r )11 (t , ;(; ) , 
.i=1 . :r·1 

Pn(t, ;1:) ~ !!...- r i , . ..... ] ~. i·· .. " fIn ( . .. ". . . . - L ') , ,A n(t, x) - L b (t, J) ') i It, x) - a(t, J)n(t, .r) 
,=1 (:r. - ;=1 ( x 

V",. (A(/, J:)V xu(t, J:) + aU, :D)lI(L ;1:)) - b(/;, :1'). v;;/II(/;, :1:) - a(i, :1:)'1/(/, .1). 

B 
Then we also denote by £ and a.V the parabolic operator and the conorrnal derivative relative 

to P, that is, 

. ( au. f) (\ L 'II t '1') '= -,t . . ? - 'p. '/1 t '1'.' " ',.. at " .,. .. ""," [J/I. En -. -. ft. ,1:) := Ai u it,. ;1:.')1/,:\.,<:' .. ) .. aN .' , \ . 
;=1 

where 1/ = 1/(:<:) = [I/I(;r:), 1/3(:r:), ... • u,,(;r.)]I is the uIlit outer normal vector at:c E Bo'. Consider 
the following initial-houndary value problem 

£ { ) ~ [)fi, " j'_" 
,w,t,x, = L.

J
. (h;i(t,;C) - (t.;r) 

t= 

u(t,x) = 0 
(ju 
i},V tt, ;r) + O'(t, ;1:) n(t,;r) =~;(t,.r) 

u(O, x) = h(:t) 

on QT 

on S'T (:3.1 ) 

on n. 

Before introducing the concept of generalized solutions of (:i.l), we provide some notations 
for norms and spaces of integrable functions on CJT and ST. For 1 :::; q, l' < 'X" Denote by 
Ll.r'(Q.r) the space of functions 'u(t,:r) on QT such that 

1 

Ilull e .r:O. == '1IlIb'''Q. ) := { {T (f r la(t, :r)l1 rh:) ~ dt} -;: < 00. 
~. - .r \ T Jo.)n , 

Similarly we define the norm Ilullq,r,s}' and the space Lq·r (ST) by using the surface measure d;f: 
on r instead of the Lebesgue measure on n. In particular, when q = 1', L?'''«(JT) = Lq((JT): 
Ilullq,q;Qr = Ilullq,(JT == Ilul!L4«(h') and !lullq,q;81' = Ilullq,8T == 11'1I"I/J(8'[') . In the case of r = 00, 

we also define the corresponding norms and spaces in the usual manne!'. Then we introduce the 
spa.ces of test fUIlCtiOllS and genenllized solutions as in [3]: 

HI,! (QT) 

V O,l (QT) 

with norm II 1I(J1" \\there 

H. :I ((0 "/"" ./"2 '.i)." 12((0 '/". HI '0)) , I, ~ (1.)) n. ,), !-- , 

C([O, T];1}(D)) n l}((O, T): HI (fi)) 

Ilnll,-.... := lnax Ilu(I, ,)112' .-> + IIV' x u I12.o·I" 
, ~!1" O<f<T "L " 

In the followings, j ' denotes the trace operator to the boundary r. 
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Definition 3.1 We call '1/ E FO. t (Q1') a gcnemii:::ed solulion oj (:3. 1) if U 8alisfies 

(i)uls~ = 0, that is, ~iq(t.·) = 0 on [' Jor almost every t E [0, T]; 

(ii) for every I] E H1 ,1(QT)wdh 171 s~ = 0, 

l u(T, XlllfT. :t)d:t - j'urJt dxdt ln Qr 

+ l { (AV:r n + a.·u) oYT17+(bov", n+au)11}dxdt l Q ,T' 

+ [ (f. V x 1] + Jq) dx dt + [ (J TUj T/drdl - f (1£'+ ~d 0 v) -yT/ did!; 
JOT 1ST 1ST 

= [ ht:r)1](O, x) dx , (:3.2) 
,,{t 

where 1:= (fl .... ,r ,f andi!:= (~(p , ... ) j.f:)T. 

For later use, it is convenient to generalize the equation (:3.2) with replacing ',/1 by an 
arbitrarily given function V' := ('1/)1, ... , 1j)1l. f defined on Sy: 

fu(T, ;r; )1](T, a: )dx - l Uryl (Lrdt in JQT 

+ [{(AV,,,u+a.u) o V 2.11 + (bov,ru+a'lt)1]}dxdt 
.Jq r 

+ [ (f. V,,, ll + j'lJ) (b:dt +! (J ~(Iqq d:rdt - r (0 + 1/J 0 v) ~! 'fl didt 
lQT 81' 1ST 

= l h(;rh7(O. xl d:t, (:Li) in " . ' . 
\Ve notice that all the integrals in (3.3) are well-defined under following assumption. 

ASSUl1.1.ption 3.1 (1) There exists a constant /1 > 0 8ttch that for almo8t every (t , a:) E (h 
and C1!C1'Y( = (~1,6, ... '~n) ERn, 

(2) (0) 

(v) 

n 

L aij(t,J:)(;(j 2: 111(12 • 

i .j =l 

h n 

L (a i )2, L (bi )'1, aE Lqo,rO(CJr), 
;=1 ';=1 

with ('a:ponnd (qQ, TO) s1tch thai 
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1'0 -> --'--

- 2qo - n 



(S) (a) 

(b) 

(4) 

or 

(DiLl! u:poru:nl ('12, }'2) 8'1tch thai 

_, 2'12 
'12 >n - 1, i'') / (n 2: :3); 

- - (jz - n + J 
2(]" 

lj2 > J, r) > -'--- (n = 2). 
- i]2 - 1 

(i=1,2, ... ,n), 

wit:h exponent (£11, I'd such that 

2n 4Cfl 
--. < Cf1 < 2. 1'1 ~ . (n ~ :3); 
n + 2 - . (n + 4)'1) - 2n 

or 

1 < 1]1 < 2.. l' > 2£11 (n 2)' 
1 - aq, 2 .' = 

lfl > 2. r1 > 1. 

1 < Cf3 ";: 2, 
2q3 

f':; > -~....... 2'13 - 1 

:1 
r~) > - (.n >_ :~); --3 

(11 = 2) 

(n 2: :3); 

(n = 2). 

Under Assumption ;3.1. there exist positive const.ants PI and f/2 such that 

and 

11(Tllvz,rZ(ST) ::; /12, 

In Hie follmvings, we J1x such constants. 
We extend the energy inequality in [;3] (see Chap.IIL 32) to the case of mixed boundary 

conditions on a general bounded Lipschitz domain and, using it, we obtain the following a priori 
estimate for solutions of (3.:3). 
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Theorem 3.1 8'1lppmw thai AS8wnpiiofi 3.1 is fulJWul. Then there crisIs it positive consiani 
C depending only on Ll, P-l, I1<J, n 8'IJch that 

I:nll < C {llhll' . ··j··II!II· "'1···11 {II / "'1 ... 11 1/)11 ·~··I···II?!'II· '. } .. Q'1' - 2,n 2,Q'1" 11.,'1 :(21' . tt:,J":,'),, y 2,'>'1', (:3.4) 

for' (CetH solution n of (3.3) with '/lls;" = 0. In particular. i/ / E /}(QT) and 'I/.' E L2(SrL 
then 11'/llq ",/) and 11'1/.'11., .'~ in thecstimatc (,'LO can be replaced by II/II')Q. an.d 11'11'11:" <; , .1,' 1,I"i.'\'T q3./S.,~T . . -, T - ""' .• T 

1'cspectiveiy. 

4 Unique identification and reconstruction of the shape 

In this section, we return the same situation on the domain and operator as in §2, Before stating 
the results, let me introduce a condition for lhe coefficients and free terms of the initia,l-boundary 
value problern (2.4). 

Assumption 4.1 I'iu; (,(wjJideni;.'; and Ira; tfrm.8 of the initial-bmmdary vallif problnrl (2.,f) 

8atisjics the fo{lo'Wing condi1:ions. 

(1) The coefficients and free ter-InS are bounded. 

(2) :fhere (:fists a constant 11 > 0 such that for aI-most fDery (t,1/) E CJT and (very e = 

i.J=l 

(.'J) "The coe.iJicients a,i,i (i, j = 1, ... ,n) are of class C 1 and the other coelficienls are Lipschitz 
continuous in 11 and their Lip8chdz constants are bounded in t. 

(4) 8 = 8(1, yl) is LipBChib: continuous in (t, y'). 

(5) his Lipschitz continllOliS and its tmce "/h to the boundary ()no vani8hes on the lower-
8i1rface: y" = S(O, y'). 

(6) aij , bi (i, j = 1, ... ,n) andJ, have derivaf'iues a;:i, b~, (ht in t and satisfy 

(1' ess sup 1 a~;.i (I, y) I dt < 00. 
10 yEn (Ii 

(4.1) 

IT ess.: sup 1 [::)i (t, y) 12 rtf < 'x), 
10 yEn ul 

(4.2) 

{T esssupl~)'¢'(t:,Y)ldt < 00. 10 yEr (t 

Them the following Hniqueidentificatioll theorem is obtained. 

Theorem 4.1 In addition to ./lss11mption 4-1, assume that f(t,y) = O. J1.101'(;oDer suppose that 
om; oj [he followings is IllUllled: 

(i) The shape S' is independent of the time variable t, and h =/=. 0 on ~2 or ~, =/=. 0 on '','l,T. 

(ii) For every open interrul Ie (0, I'), 4' =/=. 0 OTt I x 1'1' 
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'J", I I 'l( ,1\ " ) (') S' ') I ' '-f ' "I' (. .I) [0 'I']' B",' I 'wn, 1 If: cola c l,;r J == tV (i, ;1: \l,:;': E. 1,'1' celel'rII1fIf: ," 1l,;1: ) Il, ;/: E , ,,' X " ) vTuqlley, 

A key result to obtain the unique identification theorem is the foHnwing integral equality OJ] 

the boundary. 

Lemma 4.1 Suppo8e that Assumption 4.1 i8 satis/iefl. Let <p be a generalized solution of the 
problem: 

{ 

C<p(t,x)=O 
cp(t,;r) = 0 

EJcp . 
"\1 (l,:I') = 0 
(}J ," 

;p(T.:I:) = 0 

onqT 
on SO,T 

on S'2,T 

on n, 

( 4.4) 

where L" denotes the formal adjoint ofL and Dli);\(" dwote8 the asocitated conormal derivativE. 
Then J fJ cp ~ I', dd - 1 fJaf) ();p -

d '_,\(* dult = - _ S (a ) 'l,\( 'I' (* dxrit, (4,;,)) 
Sl,T o.;lJ , '''(JoT U. (.\ 

Combining the lemma \vith the denseness of the Dirichlet to NCllrnann rna,p from Sl.T to 
SO,T with respect to tbe problern (4.4), we can verify the theorem. 

Next we proceed to discuss a, reconstruction procedure of the sha,pe. To describe the result, 
we need the follmving function spa.ce on BT := [0. T] >< B: 

where for an open set 0, Hl(O) denotes the usual Sobolev space on 0 based on theC'-space 
1/'(0) == HO(O) and also HJ(O) stands for the space of Sobolev functions \vith null trace on 
the boundary. 

\V4? reconstruct the shape S (t, ;).") approximately from given data cl(t, .1:') as follmvs: 

1. Take a basis {S';}~l of H,~l(BT) such that for each t E (0, T), S11P1> Si(t, . ) c B (i = 
L 2, ... ), Denote by Wi (t, ;r) the solution of (2,9) in the case where 8 (t, x') = 8i (t, ;1'1). Then 
evaluate the response di(t, ;"t') := Wi(t, ;r) for (t, ;).') E 8 1.T. 

2. For arbitrarily fixed m. E IV. choose a sequence (aJ •...• am) by the method of least squares: 

((1,6) 

3. For each Tn EN, the rn-th apPl'oxirnation S(m) of S is given by 

:m. 

S(m)(t, ;,,') := L (liS'i(t, ;).'1). ( 4.7) 
i=1 

Then we have the follc)"Iving result on the convergence and stability of the reconstruction proce
d 11 J'(~. 

rrheorem 4.2 (1) There is a dense linear subspace 8 of H~/ (Bl'l such that for every S E 8 

(4.8) 
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(',f},) '" ' C' I 01 - H"l,l i B' ) 1 l I 1 d [' II I' r;: ~ ,'or gwen ,:;> one ,:) \:: ,0 \' 1'. , ccrw ,c oy c an' (, ",e eorresponung !,(;S]JOrt8CS on '-'LT 

respedivcly. Ami for each m E 1V, let (al,"" am) and (ai,. , . ,a:n) be the sequenccs 
detennined by the method of least squares from d and d l respectively. Then it holds 

(4.9) 

Il'itha positive constant Km determinal by d1 , ... , (i'Tl' 
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Cornrnon property resource and private capital 
accurnulation \vith randorn jurnp 

FU JISAKI Masatoshi, University of Hyogo, 
fnjisaki(Qibiz.u-hyogo.ac.jp 

2005.08.31. 

Abstract 

\Ve consider an economic model of exploitation of a COlmnon property 
resource, when agents ean also invest in private and productive capital. In this 
model, we assume that the eommon pool is under uncertainty in the sense that 
it could have a sudden increa,<;e or decrease in the process of extraction. \\Te 
wa;nt to see whether there is an optimal solution to this rnodel and rnoreover, 
we shall also calculate the exhaustion (ruin) probability of the eeonomy. 

1 The Model 

There are n identical agents having common access to a stock of natural resource, 
denoted by 8(t). Each agent i also owns a private capital stock KJt). Agent i 
extracts the amount Rlt:) of the common resource stock (il, ... ,n). Extraction is 
costless. Assume that each individual extracts equal amount, so that the resource 
stock is governed by 

(1.1) d8(t) = dJ(t) - nRidt. 

where J(t) is a pure jump process given by 

(1.2) 1·li· J(t) = .8(8-) . zN(ds, dz). 
,0 R\{O} 

1'1(.) is a Poisson Random measure with intensity 

E[1'1(A)] 0 A r (j(z)dldz, 
JLl 

where A E B(R! x R), a Borel set and A:> O. A(j(z)dz is called Levy measure and 
we assume that .I: IZ21 /\ 1 (j(z)dz < 00. 

Assume that agent 'i consumes Ci(t), and remaining quantity is invested to accumu
late his pbysical capital. The rate of accumulation of the privately owned capital 
stock is thus 

(1.3) i ,," ( .. ) (·j>1··· I1K"" (-' ) it c .rCi t = t'i i - .Ii C,;, 
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where 0 < a, {3 < 1. Each agent wishes t.o maximize the integral of the stream of 
discounted utility 

(1.4) 

subject to (1.1) and (1.3), where p(> 0) is a discount factor . 

2 The cooperative outcorne 

If the agents cooperate each other, they will collectively seek to maximize the 
same level of their welfare. They will choose the rate of extraction per agent Hi and 
consumption per agent Ci t.o maximize (1.4) subject to (1.1) and (1.3) with the initial 

and boundary condit.ions 8(0) 8 > (1, Ki(O) Ki > 0, P U~~~8 (t) < (X») 
1, lim Ki(t) 2: 0, where a is a positive constant. 

t----* r...X> 

Define the value function V(8, K i ) for this maximization problem by 

(2.1) 

where 9 is a given function which represents the evaluation of existing stocks, Tr, is the 
first exit. time oft he system (8(t), K;Ct)) from D, where D {(8, K); 5' > a, K > OJ. 

It is known that this optimization problem is equivalent to the following Hamilton
Jacobi-Bellman equation; 

(2.2) 

pV(8, K i ) = max { 
G;,.Ri>ll 

(1 - a)lCFa + VKi(R~ -f'J KY - Gi) } 

+>',/n. {V(8 + 8z, J() - V(8, Ki ) }O'(z)dz + Vs( -nRi) 

for (8, Ki ) ED, and 

V(8, Ki) = .9(8, K i ) for (8, K i ) E oD, 

Instead of solving it directly, assume that the partial differential equation has a 
simple solution 

1-'( L-' // . ) ........ AK"I-'~ ..... B· 5'1-.i'1 V A.J,I1 1, ... _... i -t 1. . , 

where A and B are positive constants to be determined. \Ve shall also discuss the 
ruin probability P(Ta ::; t). 
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Semimartingales from the Fokker-Planck 
equation 

Toshio Mikami, Hokkaido University 

1 Monge-Kantorovich problem 

Problem: General references are [1, 14, 15], 

What is the best way to move a sand pile from one place to another ? 

Let L: Rd 1---+ [0,00). They study the minimizer of 

T(Po, PI) := inf{ E[fol L(d~~t))dt] IP<p(t)-1 = Pt(t = 0,1)}. (1.1) 

The so-called Duality Theorem for T(Po, PI) plays a crucial role. 

Theorem 1.1 (Duality Theorem) 

TK(PO,P1 ) = suP{k.d<P(l,Y)Pr(dy) -k.d<p(O,x)Po(dx)1 (1.2) 

<p(l,y) - <p(0, x) :::; L(y - x),<p(t,·) E Cb(Rd)(t = 0, 1)}. 

From Thm 1.1, we have 

TK(PO, Pl) = SUP{k.d u(l, y; <p)PI(dy) - fRd <p(x)Po(dx)l<p E Cb(Rd)}, 

where for L*(z) := SUPUERd( < z, u > -L(u)), 

ou(t,x;<P)+L*(D (t . )) at xU ,y, f{J -

u(O, x; <p) -
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2 Stochastic control version 

In this section we discuss a Markov control version of the Monge-Kantorovich 
problem (see [11, 12]). 

Let L(t,x;u) E C(10, 1] x Rd x Rd: [0,00)) and be convex in u. Our 
stochastic control problem is 

V(Po, PI) .- inf{ E [101 L(t, XU(t); U(t))dt] I 

dXU(t) = u(t)dt + dW(t), Pxu (t)-1 = Pt(t = 0,1)}. 

Here u(t) is progressively measurable and W(t) is a Wiener process on a 
complete filtered probability space. 

The duality theorem for V(Po, PI) is 

V(Po, Pd = SUP{!Rd cp(l, y)P1(dy) - !Rd cp(O, X)Po(dX)}, (2.1) 

where the supremum is taken over all classical solutions cp, to the following 
HJB equation: 

acp(t, x) 1 
at + 26cp(t, x) + H(t, x; Dxcp(t, x)) O( (t, x) E (0,1) x Rd),(2.2) 

cp(1,.) E Cb(Rd ), 

H(t, x; z) := sup {< z, u > -L(t, x; un. 
UERd 

(A.O) (i) Po and g are Borel probability measures on R d , 

(ii) L(t,x;u) E C([O, 1] x Rd X Rd: [0,00)) and is convex in u, 
(iii) V(Po, PI) is finite, 
(A.1). There exists 0" > 1 such that 

1 .. finf{L(t,x;u): (t,x) E [0,1] x Rd} 
Imm 1 18 > O. iui-->oo u 

(A.2). 
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A () L(t,x;u)-L(s,y;u) 
uL e1,e2 := SUp L( ) ~ ° as e1, e2 ~ 0, 

1 + s,y;u 

where the supremum is taken over all (t, x) and (s, y), E [0,1] X R d , for which 
It - sl ~ e1, Ix - yl < e2 and all u E Rd. 
(A.3). (i)L(t, x; u) E C 3 ([0, 1] x Rd x R d), 
(ii) D~L(t,x;u) is positive definite for all (t,x,u) E [0,1] X Rd X Rd, 
(iii) sup{L(t, x; 0) : (t,x) E [0,1] X Rd} is finite, 
(iv) IDxL(t, x; u)I/(l + L(t, x; u)) is bounded, 
(v) sup{IDuL(t, x; u)1 : (t, x) E [0,1] X R d , lui ~ R} is finite for all R> 0. 
(A.4). (i) ~L(O, (0) is finite, or (ii) 6 = 2 in (A.l). 
Remark 2.1. Typical examples are (1 + luI 2)8/2 for 6 > 1 and lul8 for 6 2: 2. 

Proposition 2.1 Suppose that (A.O)-(A.2) hold. Then V(Pa, PI) has a min
zmzzer. 

Theorem 2.1 (Duality Theorem) Suppose that (A.O,i), (A.1)-(A.4) hold. 
Then the duality theorem (2.1) holds. 

Corollary 2.1 Suppose that (A.O)-(A.4) hold. Then for any minimizer 
{X(t)}o::;t9 of V(Pa, Pd, there exists a measurable bx(t, x) such that 

dX(t) = bx(t, X(t))dt + dW(t). (2.4) 

Next we only study the case where (A.4, ii) holds. (A typical example is 
lul8 for 6 2: 2.) 

Proposition 2.2 (i) Suppose that (A.O)-(A.2) and (A. 4, ii) hold. Then 
V(Pa, Pd has a Markovian minimizer. 
(ii) Suppose in addition that for any (t,x) E [0,1] X R d , L(t,x;u) is strictly 
convex in u. Then the minimizer is unique. 
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3 Semimartingales from the Fokker-Planck equa
tions. 

As an application of the duality theorem for the stochastic optimal control 
problem, we consider the following: for a weak solution of the Fokker-Planck 
equation with a p-th integrable drift vector (p > 1) , we show the existence of 
a semimartingale of which one-dimensional marginal distributions are given 
by this solution. 

More precisely, let b: [0, 1] x Rd ~ Rd be measurable and {Pt(dX)}O<t<l , 
C M 1(Rd ), satisfy the following Fokker-Planck equation: for f E ct ,2([0~IT X 

R d ) and t E [0,1]' 

Inspired by Born's probabilistic interpretation of the solution to Schrodinger's 
equation, Nelson proposed the problem of the construction of a Markov pro
cess {X(t)}o99 for which the following holds (see [13]): 

X(t) - X(O) + fat b(s, X(s))ds + W(t) (t E [0,1]), (3.2) 

P(X (t) E dx) - Pt ( dx) (t E [0,1]), (3.3) 

where {ltV(t)}o99 is a a[X(s) : 0:::; s :::; t]-Wiener process. 
The first result was given by Carlen [3] (see also [16]). It was generalized, 

by Mikami [7], to the case where the second order differential operator has 
variable coefficients. The further generalization and almost complete resolu
tion was made by Cattiaux and Leonard [4-6] (see also [2 , 8, 9] for the related 
topics). 

In these papers, they assumed that 

(3.4) 

for some b for which (3.1) holds. This is called the finite energy condition. 
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In this section we consider Nelson's problem under a weaker assumption 
than (3.4). More precisely, we assume the following: there exists p > 1 for 
which 

inf{fo1 dt JRd !b(t,x)!PPt(dx)i b satisfies (9.1)} < 00. (3.5) 

We call (3.5) the generalized finite energy condition. 
In [7] we made use of the duality theorem (Theorem 2.1) for L =< 

aCt, X)-lU, u > for which the minimizer is the h-path process. Put 

v(PO,P1) := inf{fo1 dt kdL(t,x;b(t,x))P(t,dx)! (3.6) 

{Pt(dx)}O:99 c M1(Rd),P(t,dx) = Pt(dx)(t = 0, 1), 

(b(t, x), pet, dx)) satisfies (3.1)}. 

By Theorem 2.1, we obtain, under (3.5), the following: 

Theorem 3.1 ([12]) Suppose that (A.l)-(A.4) hold. Then for any Po and 
g E M1(Rd), 

V(Po, g) = v(Po, g). (3.7) 

For P := {Pt(dx)}o::;t9 c M1(Rd), put 

yep) := inf{fo1 dt JRd L(t, x; bet, x))Pt(dx)!b(t, x) satisfies (3.1)}. (3.9) 

Using a similar result to (3.7) on small time intervals C [0,1]' we obtain 

Theorem 3.2 ([12]) Suppose that (A.l)-( A.4) hold. Then 
(i) for any P := {Pt(dX)}O::;t9 c M1(Rd), 

Yep) = v(P)( E [0,00]). 
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(ii) For any P := {Ft(dX)}099 , C M1(Rd), for which v(P) is finite, there 
exist a unique minimizer bo(t, x) of v(P) and a minimizer X of V(P). In 
particular, for any minimizer X ofV(P), 

bx(t, X(t)) = bo(t, X(t)) 

and (3.2}-(3.3) with b = bo hold. 
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